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Motivation

Long history of mortgage disclosure requirements
Truth in Lending Act – TILA statement (1968)

Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act – GFE (1974)

Also long history of concern over the effectiveness of 
the disclosures

FTC experience in deceptive lending cases has shown 
that current disclosures do not prevent deception
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Motivation

Despite these concerns, there had been little empirical 
evidence on consumer understanding of 

Current disclosures

Mortgage terms

Terms of their own loans 

Virtually no evidence on whether better disclosures 
could actually improve consumer understanding
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Study objectives

How consumers search for mortgages

How well consumers understand 
Current mortgage disclosures

Terms of their recently obtained mortgages

Whether it is possible to develop better disclosures
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Methodology

Two part study:

In-depth consumer interviews
Detailed picture of real consumer experience

Use of the current forms in real mortgage transactions

Assess accuracy of consumer knowledge of own loan terms 

Quantitative consumer testing

Test actual performance with the disclosures in a controlled, 
experimental environment
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Consumer interviews

36 interviews

About an hour each

Homeowners in Montgomery County, MD

Obtained a mortgage within the previous four months

Approximately half prime, half subprime (based on 
HUD lender list)

Most interviews included a review of loan documents 
from the consumer’s recent mortgage
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General observations

Most respondents began the interview happy with their 
mortgage experience; not a sample of complainers

Many respondents' attitudes deteriorated during the 
interview as they recalled problems, or realized they 
did not understand their loans as well as they thought

Subprime respondents were more likely to be 
experiencing financial difficulties
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Understanding of recent mortgage

Most respondents appeared to understand the general 
type of mortgage they had obtained

Some also had clearly matched the loan type to their 
circumstances
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Understanding of recent mortgage

But many were unaware of, did not understand, or 
misunderstood key costs or features of their loans, 
including

Payment of up-front points and fees

Lack of escrow for taxes and insurance

Large balloon payments

Adjustable interest rates

Prepayment penalties
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Understanding of recent mortgage

Misunderstandings were present among:
Both prime and subprime respondents

Both those who had done extensive comparison shopping 
and those who had not done any
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Understanding of current disclosures

Many respondents had not been able to understand 
the disclosures on their own, but relied on their loan 
originators to explain them

Many were confused by various fees itemized on the 
GFE form; did not understand how they differed

Few understood the APR; many believed it was the 
interest rate

A number were confused by the prepayment penalty 
disclosure
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Understanding of current disclosures

In some respects the disclosures were worse than 
ineffective, and actually created consumer 
misunderstandings

Many believed that the “amount financed” disclosed in the 
TILA statement was their loan amount, rather than the loan 
amount minus prepaid finance charges

Many believed that the “discount fee” disclosed in the GFE 
was a discount they had received, rather than a fee they had 
paid
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Reaction to prototype disclosures

Overwhelmingly positive

Viewed as significant improvement over current forms
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Consumer testing methodology

Test consumer understanding of current and prototype 
mortgage disclosures

Quantitative tests

Experimental setting

12 locations across the country

819 recent mortgage customers

Approximately half prime, half subprime (based on 
HUD list)
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Current forms

TILA statement
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Current forms

GFE

Note: 
Includes information
beyond the regulatory
requirements
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Prototype disclosure form

Developed by FTC staff for the study

Used to test whether it is possible to improve 
consumer recognition of the costs and features of a 
mortgage loan

Attempted to improve both content and presentation

Imagined that current disclosures did not exist and 
asked what information consumers need most
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Fixed-rate loan disclosures

Prototype focused on disclosures for the simpler case 
of fixed-rate loans

Including loans with more complex features such as interest-
only and balloon payments

Could be extended to incorporate key features of 
adjustable-rate loans (ARMs) 
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Prototype format

One page summary of key loan costs and features

Two pages of further detail
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Prototype form

Page 1

Summary of key loan 
terms
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Prototype form

Page 2

Details of loan terms
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Prototype form

Page 3

Details of settlement
charges; consumer
tips and warnings
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Testing procedure

Respondents given disclosure forms for two 
hypothetical loans

Half given current forms, half given prototype forms

Instructed to examine the forms as they would if they 
were shopping for a mortgage

Asked series of questions about a dozen different loan 
terms

Able to continue examining forms during questioning
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Loan scenarios tested

Simple loan
Fixed-rate purchase loan

Complex loan
Fixed-rate refinance loan 
Interest-only payments
Balloon payment
Optional credit insurance
No escrow for taxes and insurance
Prepayment penalties
Zero cash due at closing
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Percentage of questions answered correctly

Disclosure Form
Current Prototype Difference

Both Loans 61%          80% 19 pct points **

Simple Loan             66%          82% 16 pct points **

Complex Loan          56%          78%           22 pct points **

** Statistically significant at the one percent level 
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Percentage of respondents with high accuracy rates

Percentage
Of Questions 
Answered Disclosure Form
Correctly Current Prototype Difference

70% or more            30%            80% 51 pct points **

** Statistically significant at the one percent level
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Prime and subprime borrowers

Percentage of questions answered correctly

Borrower Type
Prime Subprime Difference

Both Loans 71.5%        69.0%         -2.5 pct points *

Simple Loan           74.8%        72.9%         -2.0 pct points 

Complex Loan        68.3%        65.0%         -3.2 pct points

* Statistically significant at the five percent level
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Current forms fail to convey key loan costs

Pct. of respondents not correctly identifying loan cost

87%  Total up-front charges

74%  Charges for optional credit insurance

68%  Presence of prepayment penalty

51%  Loan amount

33% Presence of financed settlement charges

32%  Interest rate

30%  Balloon payment
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Current forms fail to convey key loan costs

Pct. of respondents not correctly identifying loan cost

23%  Settlement charges

21%  Monthly payment (including whether it included
taxes and insurance)

20%  Cash due at closing

20%  APR
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Improvements provided by the prototype form

Percentage point improvement over current forms 

66  Total up-front charges
43  Charges for optional credit insurance
37  Loan amount
24  Presence of prepayment penalty
16  APR
15  Settlement charges
12  Interest rate
9  Presence of financed settlement charges
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Findings - current disclosures

Current disclosures fail to convey the key costs and 
terms of a mortgage to many borrowers in both the 
prime and subprime markets

Current disclosures also create misunderstandings of 
some key loan terms 
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Findings - improved disclosures

It is possible to create new disclosures that 
significantly improve consumer recognition of the costs 
and terms of a mortgage
Improved disclosures can provide significant benefits 
to both prime and subprime borrowers
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Impact of ineffective current disclosures

The ineffectiveness of currently-required federal 
disclosures is likely to have contributed to the 
mortgage market crisis

Study results show that the current disclosures are not 
even effective for plain-vanilla, fixed-rate loans

Likely to have been worse for ARM loans, particularly 
the more complex types marketed over the last few 
years  
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Impact of ineffective current disclosures

We do not mean to imply that all consumers 
misunderstood their loans, or that ineffective 
disclosures are the primary cause of the current crisis

But the results suggest that it is likely that many 
consumers did not know what they were getting into, 
and that this lack of understanding made the current 
problems worse
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Impact of ineffective current disclosures

Some of the loan terms currently of concern and being 
addressed by new regulatory restrictions are terms 
that current disclosures were particularly ineffective in 
conveying to consumers or failed to address at all:

Prepayment penalties

Lack of escrow for taxes and insurance

Balloon payments
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Need for new disclosures

Consumers need a single, comprehensive mortgage 
disclosure document that 

Consolidates information on the key costs and features of 
their loans
Uses simple, easy-to-understand language
Presented in an easy-to-use form
Provided for all loans, both prime and subprime

Simply adding more disclosures to the often-confusing 
current disclosures is not likely to be effective
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Developing new disclosures

Good intentions are not enough  

Disclosures that make sense to well-intentioned 
bureaucrats often bewilder consumers  

Marketers routinely test new advertising messages, 
but policymakers often fail to take similar precautions
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Developing new disclosures

Designing disclosures is tricky  

More information is not always better  

Simply adding more disclosures may not help at all

Disclosures must be carefully crafted to ensure they 
will work as intended 

See The Effect of Mortgage Broker Compensation Disclosures on 
Consumers and Competition, FTC, 2004.
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Consumer testing is essential

New mortgage disclosures should not be implemented 
unless consumer testing demonstrates that they are 
better than those currently required, and that they truly 
inform, rather than confuse, borrowers  

A rush to mandate hastily-drafted new disclosures 
risks substituting one set of ineffective disclosures for 
another 
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Report

Improving Consumer Mortgage Disclosures: An 
Empirical Assessment of Current and Prototype 
Disclosure Forms, FTC Bureau of Economics Staff 
Report (June 2007)

Available online:
http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2007/06/mortgage.shtm
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